Learning from Johannesburg: Moshekwa Langa’s Maps of Desire

This lecture explores how South African-born, Amsterdam-based artist Moshekwa Langa, who spent his youth under the rule of Grand Apartheid in South Africa, trades in ethnography, the historic relations of whites and blacks, and the systems of homelands in the nation state to create collaged and drawn geographies that point to the constructed nature of official South African maps. This discussion also looks at how Langa’s work, in its mixture of languages and semiotic systems, deconstructs the authority of maps and “official” information as a means to create new spaces and new ways to understand affiliation, and belonging, both racially and sexually.

STEVEN NELSON is Dean of the Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts (CASVA) at the National Gallery in Washington D.C.. Before his appointment to CASVA in 2020, he was Professor of History of Art at UCLA and directed the African Studies Center. He has also served as president of the Arts Council of the African Studies Association. In addition to his award-winning 2007 book, From Cameroon to Paris: Mousgoum Architecture In and Out of Africa, Steven’s writings on the contemporary and historic arts, architecture and urbanism of Africa and its diasporas, African American art history, and queer studies have appeared in numerous anthologies, journals, and exhibition catalogues.
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